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ABSTRACT
L

the church of jesus christ of latter day saints during the years
185218771852 introduced1877 to its membership a form of rhetoric writing
system called the deseret alphabet phonetic alphabet this experi-
ment was intended to alleviate the problem of noncommunication which
was created by the great influx of foreign speaking saints into the great
salt lake valley

the alphabet was developed and encouraged by the prophet brigham
young and a few followers much to their dismay the members of the
church did not have the same vision of its workability as did its pro-
moters

this new alphabet appears not to have metmeb the needs of the people
nor did it interest them its use and development was hindered by
temple building farming settling new doctrine and possibly little
faith in following their prophet president and leader the deseret
alphabet died with brigham young in 1877 yet it appears to have
been a noble experiment towards a spelling reform perhaps it would
have worked under different situations and different environment
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introduction

human beings communicate that is they convey meaning to

one another through language language most broadly conceived may

be said to include all the ways of behaving which serve to communicate

with other persons and to reaffirm an individuals own integrity

among these ways of behaving are stance bodily movement facial

expression vocal movement and speech speech being the verbal

exchange of meaningful sounds of especial interest are the effects

these ways of behaving have on objects in the world about us the pro-

ducts of the manual arts the products of the vocal arts and the pro-

ducts of speech the vocal nature of language makes us view the writ-

ten language as secondary no matter what the writing system may be

of all the modes of communication that which involves talk and

that which involves a written system are undoubtedly the most gener-

ally influential

in this thesis the author will explore the part that the deseret al-

phabet phonetic writing system played in the development of oral or

written communication among the mormon pioneers between 185218771852

harold

1877

B alienallenailen appliedapplappi englishi linguisticsed new york
1964 ppap 344349344 349appleton century crofts
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during this period of mormon history there were people from

many nations coming into the salt lake valley As these people ming-

led with the american born mormonscormonsMor themons serious problem of communi-

cation soon arose it was because of this mingling of nations in the

salt lake valley that a phonetic writing system was introductedintro amongducted

the mormon people in hopes that people of all tongues would be ableabie to

communicate more effectively

the author wishes to investigate this phonetic writing system as

a form of rhetoric this investigation is applicable to rhetoric upon

the following definitions

rhetoric I1 take to be the act by which discourse is adapted to

its end 12

rhetoric is used in the broad sense of communication of ideas

through speech and writing ll11

the art or science of using words effectively in speaking or

4writing so as to influence or persuade

rhetoric is the art practice andor science theory of oral

I1 A richards interpretation in teaching new york har-
court brace & co 1938 p 12

3lester thonssen & A craig baird speech criticism new
york ronald press 1948 vi

webster new world dictionary of the american language
cleveland & new york the world publishing co

beable

2
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4websters
1960 1249
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5or written communication

since rhetoric encompasses the art of written communication

it is necessary at this point to examine the place of writing in com-

munication A system of writing among all people who have it is

a vitally important inseparable phase of their communication system

the inventioninvention11 of writing while not as epochal an event as the

invention of speech was far more important than may be expected

this is the case in any writing system of a given people writing gave

to language a scope and many utilities that speech does not have the

first basic fact in connection with the development of writing is that

speech as a means of communication requires a face to face and

temporally synchronized relationship between the sender and the re-

ceiver of the messages speech thus presents distinct inadequacies as

a form of communication between persons in face to face relation-

ships or in situations in which the sending and the receiving of the

message take place over an interval of time the second basic fact

is that unassisted the human memory cannot be depended upon for

full and exact recall and that messages transmitted by human inter-

mediaries by word of mouth and from person to person inadvertently

suffer some distortion of fact meaning and intent what are the

robert owen day the contemporary definition of rhetoric
in the field of public speaking unpublished masters thesis brigham
young university 1967 abstract p 2

115
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signal supplemental functions that writing adds to communication

writing makes possible communication across wide physical

space that is it makes possible communication in secondary relation-

ships the range of an unaided human voice is very limited spatially

with the development of writing people in communication with one

another were no longer limited to only those within hearing distance

and seeing distance with writing which is capable of transmission in

many forms people are enabled to send and receive messages across

vast spaces to and from other people whom they have never met in per-

son writing is a supplemental and artificedartificesartif seticed of techniques it

consists of a standardized system of visible marks or objects designed

to serve as graphic representations of speech the meanings of the marks

in turn are also agreed upon by the people using them or at least pro-

moting them by means of writing the reader of the marks obtains

visual impressions through which he interprets the authors verbalized

meanings in the end writing is simply a sufficient set of symbols to

depict the range of utterances with the signs carrying meanings arbit-

rarily established by culture by usage in effect it is a symbol of

speech or as mario pei puts it a system of writing is a symbol of a

symbol 116ilg

writing in both form and content implies care and attention to

mariomarlo pei the story of language philadelphia J B lippincott
fc company 1949 p 86

6



a considerable degree it overcomes the deficiencies of the spoken

word the written statement has tangibility uniformity and definite-

ness

writing is also a deliberate mode of expression it can be erased

replaced or amended it cannot be destroyed entirely without in-

criminating the writer an incidental related gain in this connection

is the fact that people often find that their thoughts are clarified and

systematized and that necessary qualifications and extensions appear

when they subject them to the more rigorous tests of exactness and

completeness demanded by the written form

the deseret alphabet a form of writing was set up with hopes

of helping the communicationrnunication problem among the early mormon pio
A

ness

nv
neers 185218771852 like1877 any other writing system the deseret al-

s
phabetchabet contained symbols representing sound or phonetic symbols

this system of symbols was intended to serve as a supplemental

and artificedartificesartif seticed of techniques to be used in learning the english lang-

uage the english language had already been established among the

american born saints the convert immigrants were introduced to

the deseret alphabet as a means of teaching them the english language

in order to follow the use and development of this phonetic writing

system it is necessary for the author to provide historical evidence

relating to the subject matter

therefore the purpose of this study is to

5

s
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A give a brief historical background of the deseret alphabet
prior to its use among the mormonscormons from 185218771852

B

1877

determine through historical study the need for establishing
the deseret alphabet among the mormon pioneers

C research and present the available reasons for discontinuing
the deseret alphabet

D research and present the possible effects of the deseret al-
phabet on oral or written communication from 185218771852

E

1877

display this phonetic system for the examination of the reader

it is the feeling of the author that this phonetic writing system was

a form of the rhetoric used among the mormon pioneers 185218771852

this

1877

thesis will include three units unit number one will include

background material which the author feels necessary for the reader of

the thesis within unit one there will be chapters on social and histor-

ical setting of the mormonscormonsMor onmons george darling watt and on phono-

graphy unit number two will deal directly with the deseret alphabet

as a form of rhetoric within unit two there will be chapters on the

development of the deseret alphabet the promotion and acceptance of

the deseret alphabet and the place of writing in communication unit

number three will be a summary and evaluation of the material found

in the thesis

at the end of the thesis there will be an appendix showing the pho-

netic symbols used in the deseret alphabet some printed material in

the deseret alphabet and reading instructions

6

printedmaterial



CHAPTER I1

SETTING OF THE MORMONS

the exodus of the mormon pioneers from nauvoo illinois in

february 1846 stands as an important event in the pioneer history

of the western united states of america in the severe winter they

crossed the mississippi river their wagons loaded with the few pos-

sessions they were able to save and take with them behind them

were the homes they had constructed during the seven years they had

been permitted to live in the state of illinois before them was the

wilderness largely unknown and uncharted the mormon exodus to

the west was unique in that it was a movement of an entire people under

unfavorable circumstances to a land which had been uninviting to other

immigrants

brigham young presided over this pilgrim band they accepted

him as a prophet president and the inspired successor to their be-

loved prophet joseph smith they believed that he would direct them

to a place of refuge in the midst of the rocky mountains n where joseph

smith had predicted they would become a mighty people tl

joseph smith jr history of the church vol VI salt lake
city utah deseret news press 1904 p 234

SOCIAL historical
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in the early spring of 1847 while in winter quarters now a

part of omaha nebraska plans were completed for the sending of

a pioneer company to the rocky mountains their responsibility was

to chart a route and find a place for the thousands of saints to follow

on april 5 the pioneer company started west it consisted of 143 men

three women and two children with brigham young leading the group

As the pioneer company approached the rocky mountains travel

became more difficult their teams were tired and their wagons were

in need of repair the steep mountain canyons with their fast moving

streams and heavy tree growth presented problems they had not faced

while travellingtra onvelling the plains

it was on july 21 1847 that orson pratt and erastus snow two

advanced scouts entered the salt lake valley three days later brig-

ham young looked out across the valley and declared this is the right

place u before them was the promised land they had long looked for

their eyes beheld a valley with its salty lake gleaming in the july sun

a treeless prairie and a tract of dry land this was their land of refuge

the place where the saints would become a mighty people in the midst

4of the rocky mountains n

william E berrett the restored church salt lake city
utah deseret book company 1958 p 342

3
marguerite cameron utah pioneers caldwell idaho caxton

1941 p 23

4joseph smith jr p 234

8
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ensignensign11 was truly

raised under which converts to the church were called from every

land to gather in the heart of the rocky mountains in a general epistle

sent

5

by brigham young and the members of the twelve apostles from

winter quarters december 23 1847 the saints scattered from nauvoo

and those in canada or the british isles were instructed to gather on the

eastern bank of the missouri river it was here on this bank that the

saints were to prepare for the migration to the rocky mountains

when brigham young issued this call for the saints throughout

the world to gather to the valleys of the mountains he did not contem-

plate that they should all dwell in the salt lake valley it was inevitable

that the boundaries of the mormon pioneers would extend beyond the

salt lake valley with thousands of converts coming from ocherother nations

other settlements were founded at first these settlements were all

rather close to the salt lake valley but soon the wagon trains were

moving north and moving south towards the distant valleys

the confines of the tate of Deseretdeseret11 as the saints chose to call

the territory to which they had come was three times the size of the

now existing state of utah 7 on march 25 1850 the U S senate com

illiam E berrett op cit

epistle5epistles

5williamawilliam

7jamesajames

with the arrival in the promised land an

p 316

from march 8 1849 until september 9 1850 there existed in
america a state which the mormonscormons called the state of deseret

r
7 james A little from kirtland to salt lake city salt lake

city utah printed at the juvenile instructor office 1890 ppap 229230229 230

9

state deseret6

6

11

11 6
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mitteecittee on territories reported two bills for passage both concerned

the establishment of government over the territory acquired from mex-

ico one bill gave statehood to the area known as california and the

other bill divided the rest of the accession into the territory of utah

and the territory of new mexico the mormonscormons by this arrangement

would be deprived of the area requested below the

newmexico

thirty seventh par-

allel of latitude and their request to have their territory called es

eret11 was rejected

whatever form of government congress granted the purposes of

the church remained the same brigham young was aiming at an is-

olated commonwealth the mormon zion needed isolation just then

thousands of people were needed the missionary program had to be

expanded the communities had to be developed so that zions birth-

rate could increase to the maximum then more missionaries would

be sent and more people brought in

zion did not grow on the principle of individualism in fact it

would have failed had it been built on the individualism of california

had the emphasis been placed on such a principle brigham youngss

following would have fled to california even before the forty ninersbiners

zion had to be built by operativecooperativeco effort and it was

once the saints were established in the rocky mountains they

had the responsibility to provide their own wants or perish they not

only had to supply themselves with sufficient food but they had to

des-

eret

ico
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produce their own building materials and clothing create their own

amusements establish their own education system and adapt their

own system of communication to meet their immediate needs of survival
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eiselss was reduced to one penny and in 1840 the
postage on letters was fixed at a like amount for each half ounce A
greater volume of mail resulted

baker3bakermbaker op cit

ppap 5355

phicchic

englandenjland

sprcpr ad

4ibidbibid

CHAPTER II11

ISAACisiac PITMANSPITNIANS phonography

in 1837 mr isaac pitman of bath england published a sys
S 1

temtern of shorthand under the title of tenogrsphic soundhandSound nhand thisthithlw

7 1

publication quietlyquietlquieti sold but excited no generapinterest three years

later the penny post law was passed in england and that same year

beheld the publication by mr pitman of a small sheet entitled phon-

ography n an entire system of writing was elaborated on this sheetcheeta a
s

system so simple and philosophic in its principles tending so certainly

to that combination of speed and legibility whichwhrchwarchwh areich the great requisites

of a system of writing for the masses that it attracted great attention

among many menaen in england suggestions for the improvement of the

system were forwarded to mr pitman from many quarters men

were willing to spra the knowledge of this phonetic art because of its

alfred baker the1 lifehe of si r isaac pitman new york isaac
pitman and sons publishers 1908 p 41

in answer to tlefifefiretire widespread demand for reading material the
stamp tax on newspapernewspap

p 44

bid

18 37

uhd erthearthe stenogr4 s

y gener yea r s

2

3 sheeta

4

oh th-e

53- 55

og raphy

af ant4nt er est

nl

baw

zhe

tie
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promise to be so useful to civilized man this new system was spread

over england scotland and ireland some of the brothers of mr pit-

man were great pioneers of this new phonetic system ever improving

with its spread the art of phonography assumed consistency and im-

portance until it finally became recognized by many eminent men as

one of the most useful inventions of the age for example

glasgow college
13 january 1842

we have examined with care and interest mr pitmans ana-
lysis of the sounds of language which is made the basis of his
system of phonographyofphonography and we consider it not only ingenious
but also as founded throughout on correct philosophical principles
his system of phonography we have not had time to examine but
as it rests on so good a basis we can have no doubt of its pos-
sessing great merit

james thomson
william ramsay

legibility and ease of acquisition soon caused phonography to

drive away the arbitrary stenographiesstenograph out of which it had itself
7

grown but this was not all for phonography not only supplied the

place of all the systems that had preceded it but it also met require-

ments which the stenographic systems had never attempted to satisfy

W L musickmuslek manual of benn pitman phonography st louis
mo W L musick publishing co 1905 p 12

the phonotypic journal for the year 1842 vol I1 published by
isaac pitman phonographic institution 5 nelson place bath p 13

y
claude merton wise introduction to phonetics new jersey

prentice hall inc 1957 p 8

5

6

7

5

6

7ciaude

ies
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it offered the merchant the lawyer the editor the author the divinedivin

and the student a means of correspondence and recording thoughts

and events with a velocity fivefoldfive greaterfold than they ever could attain
p

by the use of the common script and upon the reporter it has at least

bestowed the means of secure and legible verbatim reporting a powerpover

unknown before its advent for the old stenographers were forced al-

most invariably to memorize much of their reports and that portion

of them which they did record was illegible to all save the writer and

often even unto him but by the aid of phonography the stirring and

important words of the statesman the sacred oratory of the pulpit

and the instructive lessons of the lecturer were transferred to the

notebook of the phonographer with a vivid distinctness and accuracy

which to the writer of longhand and even to the stenographer must

have appeared little less than miraculous

he who has stood by the side of a phonographic reporter and
beheld his steady pen paint the flying words of a rapid speaker
can never forget the feelings of wonder and admiration which
the sight never failsfalis to call forth and when we inform the
reader that even when written at verbatim speed phonographic
writing has frequently been handed to the compositor and used
by him as copy from which to set his types 7

an avid student of this phonographic system was a man by the name of

0
isaac pitman phonetic writing bagster london december

1843 p 21

9baker p 41

means

8

9

8isaac
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george darling watt of preston england the following chapter

will provide the reader with brief biographical information about

george D watt
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CHAPTER 111IIIlii

GEORGE DARLING WATT MORMON CONVERT

among the mormon pioneers were men who had spent a great part

of their lives studying the english language many of these men knew

of the scholars who had attempted to simplify the spelling and writing

of the english language george darling watt was such a man

george darling watt was born in manchester england january

16 1815 his father was from scotland and his mother was a native

of england his father immigrated to america leaving george D and

his mother in england

georges mother worked very hard to raise george according to

christian principles and to have a trust and love for god vvhenvohen george

became of age he moved to preston england it was here that george

married mary mollie gregson and on sunday july 30 1837 they

were both baptized into the church of jesus christ of latter day saints 3

after joining the church george spent much of his time in missionary

ida watt stringham and dora dutson flack englandsglandsEn first mor-
mon convert the biography of george darling watt salt lake city
utah david J ellison 1958 p 8

bid p 8

bid p 12

1

2

lda
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work for the church

in england in 1837 isaac pitman had published his stenographic

soundhandSound Mhand shorthand at that time was called phonography george

D watt studied this new shorthand and became very proficient in its

use after immigrating to nauvoo illinois he became a professor of

phonography being the only shorthand writer and the only shorthand

reporter in the church during that period of time his stenographic

services were always available to joseph smith in any way the church

wished to use him he also instructed phonography at the school of

the prophets many of the early church leaders came under his in-

struction including brigham young heber C kimball orson pratt

wilford woodruff amasa lyman and many others on one occasion

joseph smith said of him
i

the valuable services to this church as professor of phonography
are highly appreciated he has taken down the speeches delivered
on this occasion and they will appear from time to time as cir-
cumstances will allow them

george D watt spent a great deal of his time in his service of re
t ll11 C

porting for the church and did so without pay until the evening of june

1 1845 when brigham young met for counsel and prayer with some

of the leading members of the church in nauvoo who were trustees of

the church it was voted that george D watt be given a quarter of a

lot and a house built on it for him it was also passed that he be made

4times and seasons vi871

4

st ruction

cum stances
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a reporter for the church and his labors would go toward the payment

5
of his house and lot n

during the time that the mormonscormons were expelled from nauvoo

george watt was sent back to england to serve a proselyting mission

for the church but this time he was not only sent to preach the mor-

mon gospel but was also instructed to further his studies in phono-

graphy missionary work was fruitful he also applied himself to

acquiring greater schooling in this new shorthand phonography foll-

owing his mission he returned to the salt lake valley with added

schooling in phonography

in the millennial star XII 58 200 1851 the following notice

appears

the robert campbell a steamboat arrived on wednesday the
21 may at kanesvilleganesvilleKanes withville a large company of saints from eng-
land scotland etc under the watchcarewafcchcarewatchcasewatch andcare direction of geo-
rge D watt our able phonographic writer and lecturer all
the saints who have gone this far on their journey seem to be
anxious to get to the end of it but the weather being so unfavor-
able for the last ten days they are compelled to lie on their
oars a short time against their will

george D watt had a great interest and dedication to the new

phonetic system devised by isaac pitman

hosephjoseph smith jr history of the church vol VI salt lake
city utah deseret news press 1904 p 425

the death of george darling watt occurred october 24 1881
funeral services were held at layton utah october 26 1881

115

xii58
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CHAPTER IV

development OF THE DESERET ALPHABET

the mormon pinoeerspipoeers arriving in the salt lake valley in july

1847 were for the larger part from the new england area of the

united states and had no difficulty in conversing with one another

very little time elapsed however before converts from many corners

of the world immigrated to america and trekked over the plains to be

numbered with the saints in the isolated valley in utah As these peo-

ple mingled with the american born the serious problem of under-

standing each other arose

yet due to the excitement caused by pitmans phonography

throughout the world church leaders in the salt lake valley began

to wonder if phonography might not solve the problem of teaching im-

migrant converts the english language this linguistic proposal was

depicted as follows in the deseret news 1853

the traditions that have come through the misty labyrinths of
past ages are most powerfully assailed by the governor young
whose keen eye looks with suspicion upon the corruptionscorrupt andions
perversions of a language which was originally pure one
thing seems quite certain in regard to language especially
the language of this people it ought to be adapted to the urgency
of the times

j



2kateskate

20
j

rcan it be that apostles will speak so that people of every
nation and language will forthwith understand them if such
a language is ever demanded at all it seems to be required
without delay even now now the people are gathering
and the varied and most general influx of the diverse tribes
nations kindreds and tongues is even at our doors

many individuals and organizations had made attempts at starting

spelling reforms in the english language the church of jesus christ

of latter day saints entered the field of spelling reform in 1853

one of the first suggestions of a reform in the language came to the

mormonscormons in april 1852 on april 8 1852 brigham young sat in the

old tabernacle in salt lake city utah he was listening to a lec-

ture on education which was being delivered by orson spencer chan-

cellor of the university of deseret now the university of utah salt

lake city utah the journal of discourses states that orson spencer

was speaking far over the heads of the listening audience following

his lengthy remarks brigham young spoke at length of the senseless

complexities of the english language he said that he considered it

to be a good language but

when we scan it narrowly we find it to be froughtbrought with imper-
fections and ridiculous vagaries brother spencer has
used language quite beyond your reach well I1 have the foun-
dation and he can make the building when he commences the
building I1 have asked the board of regents to cast out from
their system of education the present orthography and written
form of our language that when my children are taught the

deseret news november 24 1853

ate B carter heart throbs of the west vol XI salt lake
city utah daughters of the utah pioneers 1945 p 264

1

tn

2

1deseret



I1 long for the time that a point of the finger or motion of
the hand will express every idea without utterance when a
man is full of light of eternity then the eye is not the only medium
through which he sees his ear is not the only means by which
he understands I1 shallishallshailshali yet see the time that I1 can converse
with this people and not speak to them but the expression of my
countenance will tell the congregation what I1 wish to convey with-
out opening my mouth

A year and a half later a reformation in the written language

started with the latter day saints A committee consisting of george
i c

21

graphic sign of A it may always represent the individual sound
only but as it now is the child is perplexed that the sign A
should have one sound in mate a second sound in father a third
sound in fall a fourth sound in man and a fifth sound in many
and in other combinations soundings different from these
while in others A is not sounded at all I1 say let it have one
sound all the time and when P is introduced into a word let it
not be silent as in phthisic or sound like F in physicphysghys and let
not two be placed instead of one in apple

if there were one set of words to convey one set of ideas
it would put an end to the ambiguity which often mystifies the
ideas given in the language now spoken then when a great man
delivereddellvereddelidelldeif aVered learned lecture upon any subject we could under-
stand his words if I1 can speak so that you can get my
meaning I1 care not so much what words I1 use to convey that
meaning

t

D watt parley P pratt and heber C kimball was appointed by

the first presidency of the church to meet with the board of regents

to study the problem and make some recommendations some sources

indicate that wilford woodruff was also a member of the appointed

journal of discourse I1 liverpool england 1853 ppap 697169 71

H bancroft history of utah san fransicso 1890 p 712
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committee

investigation indicates that president brigham young was anxious

that the government of the territory of utah pave the way for a simpli-

fied method of writing the english language in 1854 governor brig-

ham young made the following statement before the territorial legis-

lature

while the world is progressing with steam engine power and
lightning speed in the accumulation of wealth extension of sci-
ence and dissemination of letters and principle why not the way
be paved for the easier acquisition of the english language com-
bining as it does great extension and varied expression with
beauty simplicity and power and being unquestionably the most
useful and beautiful in the world but while we freely admit this
we also have to acknowledge that it is perhaps as much abused
in its use and as complex in its attainments as any other

during brigham youngs address to the territorial legislature he

continually called attention to the need of a simplified language and

said that the regencylt was working on the problem this claim could

be easily supported through reading the deseret news of november

24 1853

now in the present stage of the discussion it is proposed by
some to change a small portion of the english alphabetical char-
acters and attach invariable certainty to the sounds of others

others are for carrying the reformation still further think-
ing that a people of progressive intellect will not be content
with only a partial reformation and that it requires an entirely

carter op cit XI p 264
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be a great saving of time and paper by the use of the new char-
acters and but a very small part of the time will be requisite
in obtaining a knowledge of the language

the orthography will be so abridged that an ordinary writer can
probably writewriter one hundred words a minute with easejfand con-
sequently report the speech of a common speaker without much

n
deseret news november 24 1853

0
deseret news january 12 1854

otheristotherst
8

23

new set of alphabetical characters to effect a clean handsome
reformation that will be abiding all seem to be agreed that
both the written and printed language should be one and the
same

during a meeting in the salt lake city 14th ward chapel dec

ember 26 1853 parley P pratt reported that the regency are get-

ting out a new alphabet and when we learn our letters ourselves we

0
will teach othersiotherski n

the first public announcement was made january 19 185418546

the board of regents in company with the governor and heads
of departments have adopted a new alphabet consisting of 38

characters the regents have held frequent sittings this winter
with sanguine hope of simplifying the english language and es-
pecially its orthography after many fruitless attempts to
render the common alphabet of the day subservient to their pur-
pose they found it expedient to invent an entirely new and orig-
inal set of characters

these characters are much more simple in their structure than
the usual alphabetical characters every superfloussuperfluoussuper markflous is
wholly excluded from them the written and printed hand are
substantially merged into one

we may derive a hint of the advantage to orthography from
spelling the word eighteight1eighth which in the new alphabet requires only
two letters instead of five to spell it vix AT
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difficulty
As soon as this alphabet can be set in type it will probably

be furnished to the schools of this territory for their use and
benefit not however with a view to immediately supersede
the use of the common alphabet which though it does not make
the comers thereunto perfect still it is a vehicle that has be-
come venerable for age and much hard service

in the new alphabet every letter has a fixed and unalterable
sound and every word is spelled with reference to a given
soundVd byayfid this method strangers cannot only acquire a know-
ledge of our language much more readily but a practiced re-
porter can also report a strange language when spoken

the inventor of this new alphabetical system is not too clear to
c

s

the investigator jules remy wrote that W W phelps worked out

the letters 11 but T W ellerbeck secretary to brigham young said

that the characters were designed principally by george D watt n

who had created some himself and selected others from some of the

ancient alphabetsalphabets11 as pictured in websterswebster unabridged dictionary

yet according to andrew jenson assistant church historian they

were constructed by a committee composed of orson pratt parley

P pratt wilford woodruff george D watt robert L campbell

and others the reader can see the design of this new alphabetical

system in the appendix of this thesis

qdeseret news january 19 1854

jules remy and julius brenchley A journey to great salt lake
city london 1861 11II p 185

lldeseretll11 newsdeseret september 13 1930

andrew jenson deseret alphabet encyclopedic history of
the church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city utah

jt deseret news publishing company 1941 p 184
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CHAPTER V

PROMOTION AND acceptance OF

THE DESERET ALPHABET

morkvork progressed on the alphabet and in january of 1854 the board

of regents along with the governor announced that they had adopted a

new alphabet consisting of 38 characters this new movement also

had the support of the first presidency of the church eleven of the h

38 characters were sounds including six long and six correspondingcorrespondincorrespond t

short sounds four double and one aspirate and twenty one articulate

sounds the new orthography was so abridged that the ordinary writer
i

could write up to one hundred words per minute and as brigham young

stated could also achieve a substantial savings on time and papepaper ll11

with the new alphabet adopted by the first presidency of the

church the board of regents of the university of deseret and the

governor of the territory along with being presented to the member

the deseret alphabet n utah historical quarterly ed by
J cecil alter XII salt lake city utah 1944 p 100

christian joseph jensen A study of how the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints attempted to meet the educational needs
of its members for the period of time A D 1830- 190011 unpublished
masters thesis brigham young university 1931 p 127
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ship of the church its sponsors took steps to promote its use it was

recorded in the millennial star that the first presidency recommended

it to the saints and said they desired that all of ouroar teachers and in-

structors will introduce it in their schools and to their classes the

orthography of the english language needs reforming a word to the

wise is sufficient tt

it may be good to point out here that what the first presidency of

the church said as a first presidency was considered a ruling for the

practicing mormonscormonsMor thismons doctrine was supported by the scriptural

reference found within their doctrine and covenants section 112

verse 20 therefore the acceptance of the first presidency the gov-

ernor and the board of regents was all necessary for the adoption of

this undertaking

regents of the university of deseret were assigned to visit each

school in salt lake city and to enjoin it upon the trustees and board

of examination to make it an indispensable requisite in teachers to

forthwith qualify themselves to teach the deseret alphabet in their re-

spective schools n

albert carrington church surveyor and george D watt en-

gaged in several lectures in social hall salt lake city and watt began

millennial star XVI 1854 p 419

4deseret news december 7 1854
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organizing schools in the different wards of the city of salt lake n

A total of six schools were organized in salt lake under the direction

of george D watt

elder B B messenger was assigned to teach the deseret alpha
7

bet to the clerks in the church historians office john B milner

was the prominent instructor of the deseret alphabet in utah county

where he has considerable success having sixty scholars at lehi

at american fork twentyfivetwenty atfive mountainvilleMountain twentyville

eight at pleasant grove twenty two at provo first ward who are
Q

making

in december 1854 governor brigham young recommended to the

legislature that the deseret alphabet be thoroughly and extensively

taught in all schools combining as it eminently does a basis of in-

struction for the attainment of the english language far surpassing in
Q

simplicity and ease any known to exist nan7

an ecclesiastical unit of members of the church of jesus christ
of latter day saints several wards make up a stake

A letter from george albert smith to franklin D richards in the
millennial star XVI p 584

millennial star XVII 1855 p 270

Q
george albert smith editorial in the deseret news march 21

1855

millennial star XVII 1855 p 262

5 6
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good progress
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on august 2 1855 george D watt presented three resolutions

to the deseret typographical association which were unanimously

adopted these resolutions were

1 the new alphabet was as a forerunner in that series of
developments in philosophy which shall prepare mankind
for the reception of a pure language 1

2 the intent of the association was to work towards rend-
ering universal in our midst the practical adoption of
this new alphabet n

3 elder watt announced that he would instruct the members
of this association in the new alphabet the first lesson i

would begin august 9 1855 at 6 p m
V

the schools however seemed to respond reluctantly to the plea r

of governor young teachers were reluctant to learn such a code and

exhibited very little interest there was little enforcement of the pro-

motion due to the fact that there were no tax supported school systems

in the territory of utah and the teachers in the private schools es-

pecially salt lake city and springvilleSpring utahville showed very little inter-

est in the new alphabet

in the year 1855 jules remy visited salt lake city A year and 5 L

a half had passed since the official adoption of the deseret alphabet in

the territory of utah he reported at that time that nothing had been

published as far as we know with these singular types we have

10
deseret nes august 15 1855

william V nash the deseret alphabet urbana illinois
university of illinois library school 1957 p 44
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known them to be used in private correspondence and seen them on

12shop signs tl he also predicted that the deseret alphabet would be

abandoned by its own authors n

in december 1855 franklin D richards who was over the

missionary work in the british isles received a letter from brigham

14young which read

we contemplate having a set of school books printed at the
liverpool office in the new alphabet we would like to have you
inform us in relation to getting up a font of type and whether
we will have to send any person to liverpool for that purpose
or to oversee the printing of the books the manuscript of course
being furnished from this territory

it is our intention to introduce this system in the schools
throughout the territory the legislation assembly will
probably take this matter in hand and make an appropriation
to further this object

brigham young and other promoters no doubt realized that pro-

gress in the use of the system depended on printed material and asked

the territorial legislature for funds to provide type they received

2 500 dollars to be expended under the direction and control of the

chancellor and board of regents in procuring fonts of deseret alpha-

bet type in paying for printing books with said type and for other pur-

poses 1115

remy and brenchlyfrenchlyBrench oply cit p 185

ibj

millennial star XVIII 1856 p 331

andrew love neff history of utah 1847 to 1869 salt lake
city deseret news press 1940 p 851
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once the funds had been appropriated the board made plans to

have the school books printed elders wilford woodruff and S W

richards regents and elder george D watt secretary of the board

were appointed as committee members to prepare and arrange the

matter u this organization took place under the direction of the

first presidency february 4 1856 17 D H wells albert carringt-

on and W willes were added to this committee on february 11 1856

i 0
under the recommendation of brigham young

during a progress meeting of the board february 25 1856

chairman wilford woodruff reported that there was quite11quite an amount

inirilri readiness for revision preparatory to being copied 1 three new

members were also added to the committee at this time they were

elias smith orson pratt and parley P prattprattt 20

getting the school books printed seemed to be a slow process

it was not until sixteen months after the formulation of the committee

that erastus snow was sent to st louis to secure necessary type

while he was there the saints received rumors and reports that senator

deseret news february 6 1856

17 ibid
1 R deseret news february 11 1856

19deseret news february 27 1856
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stephen A douglas had made a speech on june 12 18571867 at spring-

field illinois against the mormonscormons in the territory of utah these

rumors were later confirmed as being accurate senator douglas

spoke with authority of reports which indicated that the mormonscormons were

not loyal to the U S government he charged that nine out of ten of

utahs inhabitants were aliens that mormonscormons were bound to their lea-

der by horrid oath that the church was inciting the indians to acts of

hostility and that the danitescanitesDa ornites destroying angels an apostate

group of the mormon church were robbing and killing american

citizens president buchanan felt impelled to take action against

the mormonscormonsMor hemons met the situation by calling the mormon problem

one of civil disobedience

definite news of the invasion did not reach the saints until july

24 1857 when nearly 3 000 people along with uninformed drill units

of the nauvoo legion mormon militia were having a picnic in one

of the canyons three messengers rode into camp bearing the report

that an army was marching against utah toward the end of september

1857 the mormonscormons took direct defense against the invasion legion

nairesbaires were ordered to annoy the enemy without spilling blood or risk

the speech by douglas was reported in the missouri republican
st louis june 18 1857 mormonscormons took comfort in recalling a pre-

diction made to douglas by joseph smith that if he ever raised his voice
against the mormonscormons the hand of the lord would rest heavily on him
the prophet told him that he would aspire for the presidency but would
fail if he opposed the saints douglas did aspire and he did fail

H e

21
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of their own lives provisions were removed from the mormon emi-

grant depot at fort supply and all buildings or improvements that

might be used by the enemy were put to the torch wherever possible

the grass was burned obstructions were set up in the roads thus

in 185758 we had what history labels as the utah war in 1858 dif-

ficulties with the united states and johnstonsJohn armystos were resolved and

once again the promoters of the deseret alphabet were able to take

action the territory was now under the governorship of alfred cum-

ming of georgia promotion of the deseret alphabet was now under

the direction of the church and the board of regents they found no

opposition from governor cumming see appendix I1

promotion of the alphabet once again became moving under

date of november 20 1858 the L D S journal history says

at four oclock p m wilford woodruff called on president
young and conversed with him in regard to the deseret alpha-
bet the works that we formerly compiled are all lost the
president wished wilford woodruff to take hold with george D
watt and get up some more

the deseret alphabet was again formally introduced to the people

on ebruaryfebruaryfebruary 16 1859 in the deseret news in this issue the readers

were able to see a cut of the characters along with an extract from the

book of matthew of the new testament printed in the deseret alphabealphabetsalphabel

the deseret news was not exactly too enthusiastic about this new pro fr T

motion with the deseret alphabet it said we present to the peopledpe

the

opley

deseret alphabet but we have not adopted any rules to bind the

th e
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22taste judgment or preference of any such as it is you have it t

however it did indicate that the more the system was studied the more

useful it would appear

the deseret news carried brief articles in the deseret alphabet

until may i8601860 at that time they were discontinued without comment

four years later may 1864 they reappeared running for only six

monthsmonth

with this the reform movement came to a standstill franklin D
J

richards wrote then other matters demanding attention the des77

eret alphabet went out of use by a kind of tacit neglect or by general

distaste for it t123

even though the new alphabet had apparently been abandoned

there were still individuals interested in the art of phonography ed-

ward L sloan wrote a plea in the deseret news calling for a meeting

of all those interested in organizing a phonographic society to adopt

a uniform system of phonography so that all may write alike n he

also offered to train instructors who would be willing to teach the new

22
deseret news february 16 1859

see letter of franklin D richards to H H bancroft in utah
state historical society library letter not dated

24
deseret news april 24 1867
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system in the schools

this renewed interest in phonography must have reached the

promoters of the deseret alphabet at the october 1867 conference

of the church brigham young and george A smith urged the saints

to resume their study of the deseret alphabet

the deseret news reported that on december 18 1867 the

board of regents had unanimously resolved to adopt the phonetic char-

acters employed by ben pitman of cincinnati for printing purposes

25
deseret news october 9 1867

deseret news december 19 1867

27
deseret news february 4 1868

25

11

and the next day the deseret news carried the following statement about

the discarded deseret alphabet

the question of reform in spelling had rested with great weight
upon the mind of president young and his interest in it has never
flagged under his direction years ago characters were adopted
notices for them were imported and a quantity of type was cast
but whether from ignorance or design the matrices were very
rudely made and did the characters great injustice

even though it appeared that the deseret alphabet was to be set

aside the alphabet would not die on the evening of february 3 1868

a full board of regents met in brigham youngsyoung1younga s office and
discussed the best form of characters to be used for a phonetic
alphabet A reconsideration of the pitman alphabet drew forth
a universal expression in favor of our characters known as the
deseret alphabet as being better adapted and a motion was
made to take the necessary measures to introduce it in printed
works

26

27

26
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the following may on the 15th day the board of regents voted

to have brother orson pratt as soon as possible furnish matter
QQ

for elementary works to be printed in the deseret alphabet n after

orson pratt had completed this assignment D 0 calder was sent

from liverpool england to the states where he arranged for the cast-

ing of type and the publication of the school books the deseret news

reported

he has sent on a specimanspecimenspe copyciman of the primer he has got out it
contains thirty six pages printed in the new alphabet the char-
acters to a person unaccustomed to them may look strange but
to the eye with which they are familiar they are beautiful their
chief beauty is their simplicity

in that same editorial of august 13 1868 the deseret news sug-

gested that while the proposed language reform was perhaps too much

in an ordinary community our position is unique we are united

this system can be made universal among us with but little trouble

during the october church conference of 1868 president young

publicly stated that there were many thousands of small books called

the first and second readersreaders11 soon to arrive in utah for distribution

during this announcement he asked that these two books be introduced

into all the school systems in the territory of utah the furst

DeseretDesere fc news may 16 1868

deseret news august 13 1868

journal of discourse XII liverpool england 1869 p 297
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bookbook11 contained pages of printed matter and the sekund

book contained seventy two pages of printed material

S S ivins states that

at the meeting of the board of regents on october 30 1868 it
was reported that ten thousand copies of each of the primers
had been received and now require to be distributed among
the scholars throughout the territory they are well printed
on good paper profusely illustrated and make the beginning
of a very excellent series of elementary works some
errors have unavoidably crept in but these will be corrected
in a list of errata and a printed sheet containing the correction
will be placed in each copy

A committee waswa appointed to make these corrections the committee

consisted of orson pratt george D watt and R L campbell school

superintendent they were assigned to fix the prices of the books

32and dispose of them to the schools in behalf of the board of regents 11

now that the school books had been printed and circulated atten-

tion turned to the publication of other works in the Deseredeseret alphabet

by the spring of 1869 orson pratt had transliterated the book of mor-

mon into the deseret alphabet superintendent R L campbell as-

sisted orson pratt in this four month undertaking and later assisted
33in the revision of the work with a view to its speedy publication n

S S ivins the deseret alphabet utah humanities review
I1 salt lake city utah 1947 p 233

deseret news october 31 1868

deseret news march 2 1869
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the book of mormon manuscript was ready for publication in

april 1869 george albert smith announced at the 1869 april church

conference that the plans were to publish an edition of ten thousand

copies suitable for the use of the schools H

the deseret news of april 14 1869 reported that orson pratt

was assigned to go to new york for the publishing of the book of mor-

mon in the deseret alphabet it was intended to publish the book in

one volume for family use and also to publish it in three parts for use

35in the schools in the territory n

after orson pratt arrived in new york he wrote to superinten-

dent campbell that he was forwarding

two copies of the first six pages of the book in which by a fifth
reading I1 discover but one letter wrong this I1 believe is
much more accurate than the generality of books printed in
the old orthography the large capitals are not yet finished
but will when done be stereotyped and inserted in their ap-
propriate places in the work the compositors make a
great abundance of mistakes in setting the type which greatly
increases my labor in the corrections

in the meantime school superintendent campbell and edward

stevenson continued the task of getting the deseret primers into the

schools the deseret news reported that they were meeting success

the incongruities and inconsistencies of the present system
of orthography are forming the subject of many a laughable joke

34deseret news april 8 1869

35deseret news april 14 1869

deseret news april 19 1869
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while illustrating the advantages of the deseret system of
reading and writing the scandinavians hail the new system
with much pleasure

brigham young continued to praise the alphabet on one occa-

sion he stood before the ladies of the 15th ward relief society salt

lake city and recommended its introduction into the schools not

that the old method may be thrown away or discarded but as a means
30

of facilitating the progress of the children in their studies n also

during the church conference of october 1869 apostle george A

smith charged the bishops of the church to spread a knowledge of

these characters among the membership of the church

the promotion of the deseret alphabet was also published in the

junior sunday school periodical the juvenile instructor

there are two readers and the book of mormon now printed
in the deseret alphabet every child should learn to read them
they are easily learned when these readers and books of mor-
mon are sold then the board of regents will have money to
print the old and new testament the book of covenants a
dictionary and other books we hope that every sunday
school superintendent will introduce these books into his school
so that all the children may become familiar with the system

the deseret news published a long article in defense of the des-

eret alphabet it stated that since the primers and the books of mor-

mon were available in abundance now that they ll11 should be used in the

37deseret news december 10 1868

00
deseret news february 20 1869

juvenile instructor IV salt lake city 1869 p 180
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sunday schools in households and in every schoolroom in the terri-

tory tt 40 the deseret news also took liberty to make a prophecy

that at no distant date the alphabet would be universally used by the

people of this territory 41 edward L sloan phonetician and prac-

tical phonographer n opened a school of phonography offering his

students free instructions in the deseret alphabet 4

it seems that a few teachers tried very hard to get the system

in their schools W R may of nephi utah rebuked those teachers

who think they cannot spare the time he also went on to say

I1 have a day school composed of eight children in which I1
have introduced the deseret alphabet with success I1 feel it
necessary to put the furst and sekund readers into the chil-
drens hands and they will learn to read in them without teach-
ing do not throw cold water upon the efforts of our leaders
in this respect by being dilitorydilatorydili intory providing the books or in
making light of the subject in any way i

getting the books into the schools was soon abandoned because 00

the characters were too difficult to read nothing indicates whether

of not the new system was ever used in the course work of the univer-

sity of deseret

deseret newsnew december 17 1869

41 deseret news january 19 1870

42deseret news january 4 1870

43deseret news january 17 1870

thomas H B stenhouse the rocky mountain saints new
york 1873 p 230
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40

by 1869 the deseret alphabet began disappearing from use

the alphabet failed to excite the reading public by the fall of 1870

the deseret news discontinued advertising the sale of books printed in

the alphabet although the church sunday school held classes using

material printed in the alphabet and brigham young issued statements

and continued to promote its use the alphabet gradually disappeared

after 1872 it is only mentioned occasionally yet abandonment of the

deseret alphabet seemed to become official in the summer of 1877

when orson pratt was sent to liverpool england for the purpose of

printing the book of mormon and the book of doctrine and covenants

according to the phonotype system of pitman shortly after his

arrival he was called back to utah because of the death of president

brigham young the plans to publish the book in the pitman system

were dropped almost no popular response11 caused the death of the ys

46 47

coming to an understanding of the purpose and acceptance of the

deseret alphabet is hindered by both mormon and non mormon refer i

encesances many outside the church had supposed that the object of the v A

i

deseret news june 13 1877

4 the deseret alphabet utah historical quarterly ed J
cecil alter XII salt lake city utah utah state historical soc y
lety 1944 p 102

ibid p 99
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confuconcu sionslon

alphabet was to prevent access to the mormon books and writings and r

AQ

their translation into as many languages as possible tl one writer

stated the purpose as mormon leaders hiding their blood curdling
a

records from eyes of the unfriendly world fl 7 another historian
y

stated A separate people wishing to have a separate language and ry

perhaps in time an independent literature n the deseret news y I1

printed an article explaining tneane purpose of the alphabet as enabling

our youth to learn1 moreearn easilyxo read and spell and to hinder or pre-

vent their access to the yellow colordliterature of our age or any

unwholesome reading n

severe criticism from members of the church about the alpha-

bet adds even further confusion in reference to the acceptance of the

new alphabet for example we read in the deseret news

the circumstances attending the introduction of the deseret
alphabet are similar in their character to the reception which
usually attends innovations upon an established system whe-
ther scientific theological or philosophical the originators
of every new system have always encountered the prejudice
which flow as consequence out of the existing ignorance of the
newly discoveredcovered system or invention

48 remy and brenchley op22 cit p 182

49 reverend roy H paterson the mormonsmormocormons edinburgh scot-
land church of scotland press 1964 p 52

H H bancroft history of utah san francisco 1890189 p 710

deseret news september 13 1930 also deseret news feb-
ruary 4 18687
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the adoption of the deseret alphabet will be a boon to all who
usease it and the learner as he advances in his studies realizes
this truth it is a set of characters expressing the sounds used
in language and those characters are easily formed the adop-
tion of this system must greatly facilitate the student in his pur-
suit of literature and science

the following explanation is given by franklin D richards in

reference to the purpose of the new characters

it was stated at the suggestion of president young and
afterwards was adopted by the regency of the university of
deseret with a view of enabling our youth to learn more
easily to read and spell during one year the ledger ac-
counts of president young were kept by me in those characters
exclusively except that the figures of the old style were used
not having been changed

to carry out the aforesaid suggestion of president young
in relation to having an alphabet was designed principally by
george D watt a phonetic expert employed by him the
forms of some of the letters were designed or originated by
mr watt those of others were selected by mr watt from
some of the ancient alphabets found in the front of websterwebsters
unabridged dictionary but with a view to making the type
wear well neither tops or tails to the letters were allowed

the deseret news discussing the purposes of the deseret

alphabet declared

the greatest evils which now flourish and under which christen-
dom groans are directly traceable to the licentiousness of the
press it is our aim to check its demoralizing tendencies and
in no way can we better do this than by making the knowledge of
the deseret alphabet general and training the children in its use 5

deseret news february 4 1868

see february 24 1885 letter of T W ellerbeck to hon
franklin D richards in utah state historical society library

54deseret news august 13 1868

52
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tinguishtinglish it was found impossible to insure uniform pronunciation and

4

jules remy had predicted that the alphabet was not acceptable r Y

because of theinconvemencesthe todinconveniences which it would give use such as th

effacement of etymologies and the disconnection of roots from their

bancroft stated that the tailless characters and the

L
monotonous evenness of the lines made the words difficult to dis il

orthography 156 B H roberts thought that the limitations of the

communitycommunity11 made the experiment abortive

john A widstoe former president of the university of utah

summarized the undertaking

the deseret alphabet represents a noble experiment with a
thoroughly worthwhile objective mormonscormons have reason to be
proud of this episode in the history of their people may the
present generation be as ready to exchange old and imperfect
methods for new and better ones

the only books published in the deseret alphabet were two

primers the book of mormon and the part first of the book of

mormon containing 116 pages and designed for a third reader

55remy and brenchley op cit p 185

bancroftancroftadcroft op cit p 714

B H roberts comprehensive history of the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints salt lake city utah 1930 V 79

co
john A widstoe gospel interpretations salt lake city

utah bookcraft 1934 p 265
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occasionally one can find copies of this printed material on the shel-

ves of secondhandsecond bookstoreshand on the shelves of old mormon homes

or within the rare book rooms of school libraries for example

there is a primer containing the sheet with list of errata n in the

university of utah library

evidence of the deseret alphabet is discovered in various places

59periodically also one can look at the tombstone of john morris

who died february 1855 at cedar city utah and see that his tomb-

stone was carved in deseret alphabet characters

we cannot be certain of the real acceptance of the deseretDesere al-

phabet the reader may be interested in reading the following state-

ments all having reference to the acceptance of the deseretDesere alphabet

I1 can recall my father having many volumes of the book of mor-
mon in our parlor shelves oh yes they were all in the alpha-
bet well they really werent books but excerpts of the bible and
book of mormon he got from the news I1 couldnt read them but
I1 guess father could he would give them to friends and callers

my mother taught school in tooelethoele utah and tried many a time
to get the folk to use the alphabet more she would practice after
supper mother loved the president young and would do almost
anything he wanted or liked seems like her interest in the alpha-
bet just faded away of course father didnt help much

59
albert L zobell deseret alphabet manuscript found the

improvement era salt lake city utah the church of jesus christ
of latter day saints july 1967 p 10

interview with mrs abram R fugal age 84 roberts idaho
may 17 1969

interview with mrs jacob G daime age 87 ephraim utah
february 24 1969
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As I1 remember it there was a special school in salt lake
that worked with the alphabet brother mcmaster was the
teacher it seems they usease to sell the school in the D N
all the time guess more saints should have gone maybe
presidents dream would have come true we sure need to
get away from these dirty books today

sure was a waste of time those damn mormonscormons just plain
didnt like anything in this world course I1 guess most of
them didnt like the alphabet either funny aint it

because this undertaking in language reform was permitted to

expire so quietly we have very little contemporary comment on the

deseret alphabet

to this period 185318771853 belongs1877 an effort or a series of efforts

to introduce a new alphabet for the english language called the deseret

alphabet this experimental alphabet was a form of rhetoric intended

to help the problem of communication among the early mormon pioneers

interview with mr arthur P green age 91 spanish fork
utah may 13 1969

interview with isaac M tolman age 90 fillmore utah
may 8 1969 mr tolman has since moved to california with his
daughter

62

63

62
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SUMMARY

ever since biblical times people have been wishing that all

mankind might talk the same language so that misunderstandings

quarrels wars and oral communication problems might not arise

through failure of man or language to understand what his neighbor

was saying we all know the account of the tower of babel in thethem

old testament all mankind talked one language from the time of

adam until nimrod presumed to build a tower to reach heaven and

to impede the projects completion the lord created diversity of

speech among all the different peoples working on the tower this

account is very significant from a number of points of view especially

because it recognizes the basic role of oral communication in human

cooperation this account is also interesting with regard to the uni

Jversal language problem too because it symbolizes the old human

desire for a single language this desire has always been present in

human speculation and survival in the last two or three hundred years

not only has there been renewed talk of a universal language or language

system but many plans have been made to bring one into existence

this study does not examine a specific attempt but it has been the in-

tent of the author to examine a phonetic writing system that was devel-

oped for the purpose of establishing hopefully an understanding of the

bab el

th
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english language among an influx of many different languages

in 1837 in england sir isaac pitman introduced a method of

shorthand writing which caused great excitement in the civilized

world pitmans system of shorthand called phonography was im-

mediately recognized as being of great value for recording events and

talks verbatim it was more accurate and efficient than the old method

of comparing notes of many longhandlong recordershand

although the history of rapid writing systems dates back to the

beginning of writing the pitman scientific system was one of the first

to make such shorthand methods practical subsequent systems al-

though better than pitmans system arbitrarily devised symbols for

each sound of the language

this method of writingwriting1writings touched popular imagination and

soon tens of thousands of people in england scotland ireland and even-

tually america were taking classes to learn this new writing method

the mormon missionaries brought home news of this new writing me-

thod when they returned from their missions in england the mor-

mon church now settled in the great salt lake valley made immed-

iate and enthusiastic use of its method in recording the spoken word

the talks of the church leaders could now be made available to

alter op cit p 101

sound
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all young people were encouraged to take classes to learn sound

writing george darling watt a strong advocate of phonography

was authorized to publish talks of the church leaders in the journal

of discourses using this new phonetic writing J 1

due to the excitement caused by this phonetic writing method

church leaders in the salt lake valley began to wonder if phonography

might not solve another problem for the church that of teaching im-

migrant converts the english language it was difficult enough for

these people to learn a new language without imposing upon them an

irrational orthography M in their homelandshom theyelands wrote the sounds

they spoke the english language with its many spellings of similar

sounds and silent letters in many words was causing confusion among

the immigrants it was difficult for them to realize that english
0

spellings had to be memorized rather than learned by their sounds L f

many individuals and organizations had made attempts at start-

ing spelling reforms in the english language the church of jesus

christ of latter day saints entered the field of spelling reform in 18531863

A committee consisting of george D watt parley P pratt heber C

kimball and wilford woodruff was appointed by the first presidency

of the church to study the problem and make recommendations the

board of regents of the university of deseret participated in the final

ate B carter heart throbs of the west vol XI salt lake
city utah daughters of the utah pioneers 1945 p 264
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discussions and action

in the deseret news november 24 1853 we read

now in the present stage of the discussion it is proposed by
some to change a small portion of the english alphabetical
characters and attach invariable certainty to be content with
only a partial reformation and that it requires an entirely
new set of alphabetical characters to effect a clean hand-
some reformation that will be abiding all seem to be agreed
that both the written and the printed language should be one
and the same

john A widtsoe made this statement on the initial phase of

the undertaking

it was first proposed that the roman type in common use be
employed in securing the desired reform then it was
proposed that a phonographic hand writing be used also in print
as it moved entirely according to sound

finally the regents broke away from all traditions and
struck out for themselves they hewed a new way among
the orthographic corruptionscorrupt andions perversionsperversions1 of the lang

public announcements concerning the deseret alphabet were y

promising people thatbthatjhthat theJh characters were much more simple than

the traditional english letters Z that every superfluous mark had

been excluded 3j that written and printed hand were merged into one

D that a great saving in time and paper had been facilitated by the

new symbols that very little time was required for mastering the

john A widstoe gospel interpretations salt lake city utah
bookcraft 1934 p 264 v

deseret news january 19 1854
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english language Q that the ordinary writer could probably write

one hundred words per minute with ease and i that every letter had

a fixed sound which facilitated the spelling of words phonetically

the deseret alphabet consisted of thirty eight arbitrarily de-

signed symbols with a unique sound for each see appendix II11 there

were seventeen vocal sounds including six long with short sounds five

double sounds with one aspirate and twenty one articulate sounds

the deseret alphabet was used sporadically until 1869 when

due to many pressing problems it fell into disuse during the fourteen

or fifteen years of its use there were a few works printed which util-

ized this alphabet they were

1 A small sized edition of the book of mormon

2 A large type printing of the first book of nephi part
of the book of mormon

3 two elementary readers

4 occasional alphabetical printingspaintingsprin intings the deseret news

5 A few card announcements some epitaphs and copies of
the alphabet itself

6

the almost total lack of popular support spelled the doom of the

reform movement people were too involved in other matters such as

the utah war temple construction farming etc to put forth the effort

necessary to make the alphabet a success the last printed official

mention of its use was made by the superintendent of public instruction

robert L campbell in his report of 1870 he said
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but a few years will pass until the news the instructor the
ogden junction and a lot of other intellectual lights will
spring up clothed in the unique novel and simple dress of
the deseret characters

john A widtsoeWidt formersoe president of the university of utah

summarized the undertaking

the deseret alphabet represents a noble experiment with
a thoroughly worthwhile objective mormonscormons have reason
to be proud of this episode in the history of their people
may the present generation be as ready to exchange old and
imperfect methods for new and better ones

J cecil alter g ajitcjit p 103

widtsoeWidt opsoe cit p 265

de deretseret 5
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conclusions AND recommendations

rfrom this historical investigation of the deseret alphabet certain
r

conclusions might be drawn and some recommendations suggested

T the experimental deseret alphabet appears to have been the

project of just a few men brighamBrigha youngyoang was the chief promoter

02s the importance of this experiment seems to have been mis-

understood by the people the people primarily failed to share brig-

ham youngs enthusiasm about the alphabet

3the educational directors of this period seemed to pay little

attention to the cry of acceptance of the deseret alphabet put forth by

the first presidency of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints

gacgfc most of the convert immigrants found the deseret alphabet

symbols to be more complex and confusing than english writing sym-

bols the symbols were especially complex when seen in sentence

structure

5 the author really isnt sure in what way the deseret alphabet

was intended to help the immigrants learn the english language it

would be a good project for some interested student to investigate which

comes first oral or written language in reference to establishing

communication among people with varied nationality

brighamyoung

theathe
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6 examination of the present english language system provides

a need for a change in the present system brigham youngs dream of

a better alphabet was certainly valid under such circumstances

7 the author concludes that the alphabet may have been more

successful if the natural lazy tendency of man had not crept in among

the saints

8 the phonetic system provided a unified writing system but

no unified oral communication

cac9 since the immigrants were faced with learning an established

language they possibly failed to see the worth of learning a new al-

phabet on top of everything else

TO the phonetic symbols used in the deseret alphabet could be

very confusing to a reader especially if the recorder was a poor

penman

golgoi the deseret alphabet had too many unfamiliar and at the

same time similar symbols see appendix II11

12 the deseret alphabet provided opportunity for antiantl mormonsmormoncormons

to

s

find fault with the mormon isolation

refr e f
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APPENDIX I1

while it would be inaccurate to say that the only teachers ed-
ucators or schools in utah before 1869 were those claiming mem-
bership or allegiance to the mormon church it is accurate to say
that brigham young as governor of the state of deseret and for a
short time the governor of the territory of utah and as president of
the mormon church did wield a dominant influence in both church and
state education in utah during the period from 1847 to 1868

it was not until the close of this period that the non mormonscormons or
gentiles made1 any serious challenges to or inroad upon the mor-

mon monopoly

the problem of church and state relationships in education did
arise fairly early in the period especially after the arrival of the
first non mormon governor of the territory in 1858 but the mor-
mon control of political affairs in the territory seemed so complete
that governor cumminggumming an astute politician or statesman chose
to work with the mormon majority rather than in opposition to it

succeeding non mormon governors were either not as astute as
cumminggumming or less tractable and a seesaw battle began with the gover-
nors urging the mormonscormons to greater efforts in the establishment of
free common schools and brigham young and other mormon leaders
countering these recommendations by expressions of satisfaction
with the schools of utah

during the last two or three years of the period there began a
too prolonged gentilegentile11 attack on the mormon monopoly which caused
brigham young to call for an economic boycott of gentile enemies
of the church in utah and to publicly denounce mormon bishops for
hiring gentile teachers for their schools in preference to mormon
teachers who were considered by the church president to be far sup-
erior in qualifications

in 1867 the first non mormon denominational school in utah was
established by the protestant episcopal church

uca tors

11
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the period ended on a note of expectancy as to what the impact
of these new forces and the completion of the transcontinental rail-
road would be on mormon society and mormon education in utah

james R clarkdarkmark church and state relationships in education in
utah unpublished dissertation utah state university logan utah
ppap 195196195 196
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